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1. MAIN RESULTS 
Let s(n, m) denote the (unsigned) Stirling numbers of the first kind: 
s(n,m):=[w~"](w(w+l)...(w+n-1)) (l<~m<~n,n>~l). 
Many different asymptotic expressions for s(n, m), as n ~ ~,  have been 
proposed in the literature due to their wide applications, cf. Temme [ 8 ] for 
a brief survey of known results together with a uniform asymptotic expan- 
sion valid for all m, 1 ~< m <~ n. Recently, Wilf [ 10] provided a considerably 
more explicit formula when m = O(1), m~> 1. His main result is, for 
m= O(1), 
s(n + 1, m) 1 n w ( ak(W)~ 
(n+l ) !  ~n+~[wm]~ exp Z nk J (n~ov), 
k>~l 
where the ak(w) are some efficiently computable polynomials. In particular, 
he states 
s  m/1( tlognlm 1 2 ) 
n! n go (m~.  w +g l  (m--2)! + ' ' "  +g~- i  
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as n ~ oo and m = O(1), where go = 1, gl =7 is Euler's constant and 
1 
gk:=[Wk]  F'I+w~")t (k=0,  1,2 .... ). 
In this note, we shall establish the following asymptotic expansions. 
THEOREM 1. For any ~ > 0 and v ~ N, the Stirling numbers of the first 
kind s(n, m) satisfy asymptotically 
s(n, m) 1 Um.k(lOgn) +o( ( logn)m~ 
n~ - Z n k \ m! nV + 2/} 
n O<~k<~v 
(n~oo) ,  (2) 
uniformly for 1 <. m <<. t1 log n, where Hm, k(X) are polynomials in X of degree 
m-1 .  
The polynomials Hm, k(X) are constructed in the following way. 
nm ~(x):= Z g~"-l-'x' 
' l !  O<~l<~m--1 
(k = 0, 1, 2, ..., m-  1), (3) 
with 
zck(w) (l = 0, 1, 2, ...) 
g~, l '= [w l] F(1 + w) 
( - 1)k B(kW~( w _ 1)(w-- 2 ) . . .  (w -- k) ~rk(w) - k! (k=0,  1,2, ..., =o(W)-  1) 
t w 
(k = 0, 1, 2, ...) (4) 
the B(kW)'s being the generalized Bernoulli numbers, cf. [ 6 ]. In particular, 
w(w-  1) w(w-  1) (w-  2 ) (3w-  1) 
~a(W) - 2 ' zc2(w) = 24 ' 
w2(w - 1) 2 (w-  2 ) (w-  3) 
r~3(w) = 48 
Taking v = 0 in (2), we obtain basically (1) and extend its range of validity. 
COROLLARY 1. Formula ( 1 ) holds for m in the range 1 <~ m <~ tl log n for 
any tl > O, provided that the error term is replaced by 0(( log n) m mI - ln -2 ) .  
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We may roughly interpret Theorem 1 as saying that the Stifling numbers 
of the first kind are asymptotically Poisson distributed of parameter log n. 
This certainly implies the asymptotic normality of s(n, m)/n! in the sense of 
convergence in distribution. 
It should be mentioned that Theorem 1 says merely that 
Zk~o H,,.~(logn)n -k-~ is an asymptotic expansion for s(n, m)/n!, thus 
whenever we use the asymptotic expansion (2), each "coefficient" 
Hm, g(log n) should be calculated as a whole which becomes computa- 
tionally less tractable as n gets large and m ~ c~ log n (e~ > 0), say, since the 
Hm.k'S are themselves asymptotic expansions only when m = o(log n). In 
such case, an asymptotic expression is again needed for the H,~,k's. 
Moreover, since the sequence {(log n)J/j!}j>~o is unimodal for n~>3 and 
the coefficients gk. l take both positive and negative signs, the asymptotic 
behaviour of Hm,~(logn ) is not obvious. Thus we provide the following 
result which gives a uniform asymptotic expansion for Hm.o(logn), 
2 ~< m ~< r/log n, and might be more convenient to use practically. 
THEOREM 2. The Stirling numbers of the first kind satisfy, uniformly 
respect o m, 2 <<. m <<. ~1 log n, q > 0, ( r '=  (m - 1 )/log n) 
s(n, m) (logn) m-1// 1 
g(k)(r) rk(m) + Zz(m, n)) 
~- ~, (log n)k 2~<k<p 
(n~oo), (5) 
where Tk(m) is a polynomial in m of degree [_k/2_], cf (10), 
Tk(m):=[wk](e-W(l+w))m 1 (k=0,  1, 2 ..... m- l ) ,  
g(w) :=F  l(1 + w), l~ is any fixed positive integer such that 2 <~/~ <.m, and 
/ K. (log 
Z~(m, n) : 0 ( (m -- 
m!. / '  
1)/~/2 
\ 
with [g(~)(z)[ <~K~for [z[ ~<q. 
In particular, 
m-1  
~2(m)  - -  
2 
=m Z3 1 z4(m) = (m-- 1)(m-- 3) z-3(m )
8 ' 
zs(m) = 
(m -- 1 )(5m -- 11) 
30 ' T6(m) = 144 
(m -- 1)(3m 2 -- 32m + 53) 
582a/71/2-13 
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Since the first term in the sum on the right-hand side of (5) is of order 
O(m/(logn)2), when m~>2, it is readily observed that the factor 
F - l (1  + (m-1) / log  n) condenses much information and is more suitable 
for use from a computational point of view. It should be mentioned that 
with the current computing power of symbolic computation systems, the 
practical calculations of g~)(r) and ~k(m) can be done efficiently. 
Following a remark made in [7, p. 85] for the distribution of the 
arithmetic function co(n), the number of distinct prime factors of n, we 
could here replace the principal term of (5) by (log n)m/(m! n), but the 
error term would become worse when m = o(log n). 
These results are applications of the singularity analysis of Flajolet and 
Odlyzko [ 3 ] and Selberg's method [7 ]. They should be compared with the 
corresponding results for the distribution of the number of prime factors 
among integers k ~< n, cf. [9, pp. 232-233 ]. The methods employed here are 
general enough to be applicable to a wide class of combinatorial structures, 
for example, the combinatorial schema of Flajolet and Soria [4]. A 
systematic study along these lines for many combinatorial structure and 
number-theoretic functions can be found in [5 ]. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let us first fix an r/> 0. By singularity analysis, we have the asymptotic 
expansion [3, p. 220] 
w(w+ 1). . . (w+n- 1) 
n! 
_ [z" ] (1 -z )  -w 
-F(w) 1+ ~ n~+O ~ , (6) 
as n --* 0% for any positive integer v, the O being uniform with respect o 
w, ]w[ ~t/, where the ~k's are defined in (4). We note that although the 
expression for ~k(w) given in [3, p. 220] is different and does not seem lend 
itself directly to the form (4), a slight modificationof their proof does lead 
to (4): instead of the change of variable z-- 1 + tin effected in [3, p. 230], 
we use z = e-t, cf. also [ 6, p. 12]. 
The uniformity of the O(. ) term and the regularity of the function 
F - l (w)  at w=0 allows us to write 
s(n,m) 1 ~ Hm, k(logn) 
= - nk t- Rv(n, m), 
1"l! Yl O <~ k <~ v 
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by equating the coefficients of w m on both sides of (6). It remains to 
estimate the error term R~(n, m) which, by means of Cauchy's formula, can 
be written in the form 
Rv(n ,m)=O Iwl=c n~+2 [wlm+lldWl (0<c~<q). 
Taking c = m/log n, we obtain 
Rv(n, m) = 0 \ n -~2~-  ~ -~ e . . . .  'dt  , 
the integral (essentially the modified Bessel function of order 0) being 
estimated easily: 
r r e . . . .  ~dt<~2 e . . . . .  ~dt+~=2e m ~ d y + ~ z  --re ~0 ~/y(2- -y )  
;o <2m-me m y -1 /2e-Ydy+~z=2v/~m me"+zc. (7) 
Thus, by StMing's formula, we obtain 
/(log 
R~(n, m) = 0 \m-]. n~+------T ]" 
This completes the proof. | 
Corollary 1 follows by observing that Hm, o(X ) = ZO<~Z<.m ~go, m-l-l(l!) -1U 
with go, l = gl. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The method of proof uses a variant of the saddle-point method to 
evaluate the integral 
1 ~ g(w) eWXw-m dw 
~m, o( X)  = ~-~ Iwr =r (0<r<~/), 
and is originally due to Selberg [7, p. 86], cf. [9, pp. 230-231] for more 
details. Here we extend the method to give an asymptotic expansion. Let 
us take r= (m-1) /X.  Taylor's expansion gives, for Iwl ~,  
g(k~(r) 1 
Hm. o( JO = ~ k! 2~i 
O~<k</~ Iwl=r 
(W --  r) k ewXw-m dw "j- Y I2(X),  (8) 
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where the remainder term Yp(JO is 
Y~(X)'= 1 ~ eWXw-mf2(w-r)~(1-t)~-lg(~)(r+(w-r)t)dtdw" 
• 2~ri iwl=r (/.t 1)! 
Letting K~ denote an upper bound for Ig~")(z)l, Izl ~<*/, we have 
g F l~-m+l  f~  IY~(X)I ~<~ZD.1  _,  le"- l l  ~e(m-1)°°S'&. 
We decompose the integral into two parts: 
• ~/2 . f~ If"-- -1)c°S'dt. J1 .= ~/2 [e"- ll~ e(m-1)°°S' dt; J2 := llU e('~ 
/2~ Itl ~<~ 
Obviously, j2< 2~g and we estimate J1 as in (7): 
f ~/2 - - (m -- 1)(1 -- cos t) J1 =2/~/2+1em-1 (1 --cos t)/'/2 e dt ~0 
Thus 
K~2~/ZF( (I~ + 1)/2) em- lr ~-m + l +K~,2 ~-1 r~_m+l 
[ Y~(X)I < ~-#Z f)! (m - -  1 )  ('u + 1)/2 - ( /X -  1)! 
e m-  lr/X m + 1 
<Ku (m-- 1) (/~+l)/2 +K/~rlz-m+l' 
since the function a(x) :=  2x/z_F((x + 1)/2)/(rcF(x)) < 1 for x > O. Using the 
inequality 
e m-  1 e l /12  N/ /~ 
(m--l) m-l~2< (m-- 1)! (m ~> 2), 
and r = (m-  1 )/X, we obtain 
]yIz(X)I=O(K em-lr~-m+l"~ (KI, Xrn-1 (m- l )  ~z/2") 
(g_-i v 72 / = o X*; ; 
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It remains to evaluate the integral 
1 ewX W -m J(k; X) := ~/~lwl =~ (w - r )  k dw (k=0,  1,2 ..... /~-  1). 
By expanding the factor (w-  r) k and calculating the residues, we obtain 
xm-k-  1 Xrn -k -  1 
J(k; JO = k ! -  [wk](e-W(1 + w)) m-1 = k ! -  rk(m). 
(m- -  1)! (m- -  1)! 
(9) 
Now we can write, cf. [1, pp. 134, 141] ((x)j :=x(x -  1)... (x - j+  1)), 
rk(m)=[w~](e W(l+w))m- l=[w k] (1- - j~2--~- .  m-1 
= 2 ( - 1 )k - j  (m -- 1 )j 
1 ~ j <~ Lk /2 J  
× y, lC22 ¢3.-. (k -  1) ~ 
2c2 + 3c3 4- ... +kck =k C2! C3[ " ' "  CIc! 2!c2 3!c3 " " " k!cl:' 
c2 + c3 -I- "-- q- Ck= j 
c2, C3, ..., ck~O 
(lO) 
which shows that rk(m ) is indeed a polynomial in m with degree [_k/2_J. 
Moreover, the leading coefficient of T~(m), k ~> 2, is given by 
{_(cl) 
 J2 
2~/2(k/2)!, if kis even; 
( _  1)(#-3)/2 
3.2(k_3)/Z((k_3)/2)!, if k is odd. 
Clearly, 
Xm-1 
J (O;X)=(m_l) ! ,  J(1; X) =0. 
This last relation explains the motivation of the choice r = (m-  1 )/X. The 
result (5) follows by (2), (8), and by taking X= log n in (9). This completes 
the proof. | 
It is easily checked that %(m)=L~ k - l ( rn -  1), where the L ~'. s are 
Laguerre polynomials defined by L,~(x) := [ z" J ( 1 - z) - ~ 1 exp( -- xz/( 1 - z)). 
Thus the recurrence 
(k+ 1) rk+l(m) = -k%(m) + (1 -m)  r~_l(m) 




1. If instead of taking r = (m-  1)/X in the proof of Theorem 2, 
we take r=( (m-1)+~) /X ,  when m>2 _(Lhis has the effect that 
J(2; X) =0), then we obtain (r = ((m - 1) +x/m - 1)/log n) 
s(n,m) ( logn)m-lf  1 q/(1 + r) 
, !  - r (1  +r)" ~ogn 
+O(K3(~g 1)3/2 (l°g n )m~ 
+ Vm5 ))" 
This technique can be applied to any fixed l > 0, l < m, by choosing r such 
that J(l; X) = 0. The advantage is that if we use only the first l terms to 
approximate s(n, m)/n!, the eror term is to some extent minimized. 
2. To calculate the coefficients gk, we can use the following formula: 
gk= ~ ( -  1)k+Jzr 2j V(k-2J)(1) (k=O, 1, 2, ...). 
o<~2<~Lk/2j (2j-+- 1)! (k-- 2j)! 
In fact, we have 
1 1 _ (_ l )k  F(w) sin•w 
gk:=[Wk]F( I+w~)=(--1)k[Wk]F( I_w) [W k] ~ ' 
and the result follows. In this connection, the following asymptotic 
equivalence should also be noted [2, pp. 92-94]: 
sin zt#(k-  1/2) ,, gk~ ~ -  /Zt~:-- 1/2) ~'(k-1/2)-k+l e-~t(k-t/2) (k"--> oo), (11) 
where/~(x) satisfies/~(x) log #(x) = x, x > O. Obviously, ¢t(x) = e w(x), W(x) 
being the so-called W-function defined by W(x) e w(x~= x, x >10. It is easily 
shown that 
x ( Pj(log log x) /(lo_gg l_og x)V + 1\/" ~ 
#(x)=~\ l+ ~ (logx) j ~-O\  ( logx)  z-~ J /  
l~ j~v  
_ ( log log x _ (log log x)2 -1og log x 14 +. . .  
log x log x (log x) 2 ' 
(X-+ o(3) 
for any non-negative integer v, where Pj(y) is a polynomial in y of 
degree j. This formula cannot, however, be substituted into (11), since 
doing so certainly destroys the asymptotic haracter of formula (11). 
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